OpCom Function

Goals

1. Support the Director as needed;
2. Participate in OpCom business and meetings;
3. Participate in BoD meeting series;
4. Provide oversight of SVD and P&C committees and support as needed

Progress against goals since the last report

- Attended BoD meetings in New York City and Chicago.
- Attended OpCom meeting in Copenhagen.
- Attended IEEE Standards Association meeting in Brussels, representing the Region.
- Will speak at ASYPC (Nigeria, July) and NASYPC (Egypt, August) and represent the Director at YESIST12 (Egypt, August)

Points of Concern
A number of Sections have still not held elections; this needs to be remedied and term end-dates aligned.
It appears that some progress is being made with certain sections.

Proposals for improvements/Other issues to report
None